Classification chaos in coeliac disease: Does it really matter?
The spectrum of mucosal pathology in coeliac disease (CD), initially defined by Marsh in 1992 has been subjected to several modifications in the following years by Oberhuber, then by Corazza and Villanaci, and finally by Ensari. The present study, aimed to end the ongoing confusion regarding the classification of mucosal pathology in CD by applying all the classifications proposed so far on a large series of cases. A total of 270 duodenal biopsies taken from the distal duodenum of patients with a diagnosis of CD were included in the study. All biopsies were classified according to Marsh, Oberhuber, Corazza Villanaci, and Ensari classification schemes. For statistical analyses cases were divided into three groups: Group 1 included type 1 lesions in Marsh, Ensari, and Oberhuber and grade A in Corazza Villanaci classifications. Group 2 comprised of type 2 lesions in Marsh and Ensari classifications together with type2, type 3a and 3b lesions in Oberhuber classification and grade B1 lesions in Corazza Villanaci classification. Group 3 included type 3 lesions in Marsh and Ensari classifications, and type 3c lesions in Oberhuber, and grade B2 lesions in Corazza Villanaci classifications. The kappa value was 1.00 (excellent) for group 1, 0.53 (fair) for group 2 and 0.78 (excellent) for group 3 (p<0.0001). These results suggest that any of the above classification system would serve similar purposes in the diagnosis of CD. Therefore, it is advisable that the pathologist should use the simplest reliable scheme.